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November 11, 2022 (Los Angeles, CA) – Today, boundary-pushing R&B singer, songwriter
and producer ASTN expertly straddles the line between pop and R&B on his addictive
new single “Be So Cruel.” Listen HERE via Warner Records. Watch the suspensful video
HERE. The bouncy track, chronicles the imperfect process of letting someone go with
anecdotal lyrics and buttery vocals.
 
ASTN begins “Be So Cruel” by insisting that he has moved on. “She’s spicy just the way I
like my Thai food,” he croons. “For a minute I forgot all about you.” However, he didn’t
realize how he would feel when he saw his ex with someone new. “And I hope this breaks
y’all up,” he sings on the melodic chorus. “I’m not crazy, but I might be for you — don’t
treat me so cruel.” It’s a refreshingly honest and unfiltered account of post break-up
jealousy 

About the track ASTN shares, "Be So Cruel" is one of those songs that happened for me right
when I needed it. I had just gotten out of a pretty long term relationship and wasn’t quite sure how
to feel about it. This song is a perfect portrayal of that. The lyrics represent the heartache and
agony that comes with seeing a previous lover move on. All while the instrumentation behind the
lyrics symbolizes a sense of freedom. 

The single arrives with a cinematic video that embodies the intense emotions. ASTN describes,
“I’m not crazy, but I might be for you”. That is the perfect line to sum up this video. I knew I wanted
to do something unpredictable for the visual to offset the lightheartedness of the record. I’ve
always enjoyed darker/moody cinema, and this felt like the right time to dive into that world. The
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juxtaposition between the playful sonic’s and references like “American Psycho” and “The
Batman” was exactly what this video needed.

It’s a topic that ASTN is something of an expert on. In March, he captured the cyclical
nature of falling in and out of love on his major-label debut EP, You’re Almost There. The
five tracks were sequenced in chronological order of a breakup. Lead single “Gradually”
found ASTN wrestling with whether to end a relationship. .  
 
ASTN signed with Warner Records after breaking the internet with his 2021 R&B remix of
Billie Eilish’s “Happier Than Ever,” which generated 4 million TikTok views overnight.
Overwhelming demand led to a full cover released independently across streaming
platforms, and it currently boasts over 87 million Spotify streams. With “Be So Cruel,”
ASTN has delivered another instantly hummable, thoroughly relatable anthem. 
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ABOUT ASTN:
For ASTN, optimism and stormier emotions exist in perfect balance. The Los Angeles-based singer,
songwriter, and producer makes genre-blurring songs built around light, textured R&B production,
and relatable, repeatable hooks. And his new five-track EP, You’re Almost There, pushes his
introspective songwriting even further—tracing the contours of the growth and confidence that
comes after pushing through hard times. ASTN (born Austin Sanders) has always carried music
with him wherever he went, especially as his family moved across the South when he was a kid. By
his sophomore year of college, he had identified his own unique palette of warm R&B and poppier
trap sounds—inspired by the hip-hop his older brother played him in the car when he was a kid—
and started singing and writing. His first original offering was December 2017’s Tell Your Friends,
followed by the introspective IT’S NOT THAT SERIOUS last June. ASTN has continued to
demonstrate his growth as a boundary-pushing producer with his “what if this song was rnb?”
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remixes on social media, and his November 2021 take on Billie Eilish’s “Happier Than Ever”
especially resonated—exploding to 56.6 million views in two months. With his Warner Records
debut, You’re Almost There, ASTN is ready to introduce his truest self to his largest audience yet. “I
just want that message to ring true,” he says. “You are almost there, whether ‘there’ is a million
miles down the road or a couple feet ahead of you. I’m living proof of that.
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Instagram | Twitter | TikTok
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